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FAQ0012 

Frequently Asked Questions 

SPIM encryption operation through ICP/ISP 

Questions:  How to encrypt SPIM? 

Answer： 

To ensure SPIM encryption operation, it is required to set the encryption range and SPIM key before 

programming user applications, and then enable read protection. Encryption range refers to the size of space 

to be encrypted starting from the address 0x08400000.Encryption key is made of 8 bytes. If all of them are 

0xFF or 0x00, it is without encryption, otherwise, encryption will be done when programing user applications. 

Disable read protection will set SPIM encryption key to all 0xFF. 

Set encryption range through FLSH_DA register in user programs. The value of this register should be  

greater than or equal to SPIM encryption range configured during programming. The SPIM type is  

selected by setting the FLASH->B3SEL (FLASH->SELECT). The supported type are as follows:  

 

 

The procedures to encrypt SPIM through ICP/ISP tool are as follows: 

1. ICP tool:  

Tick SPIM box  Select Type  Set SPIM FLASH_DA  Click Target  Option Bytes  Set SPIM 

encryption key  Apply to device. Then follow programming procedures to start programming, and 

enable read protection. 
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2. Artery ISP Programmer: 

Edit option bytes  Next  Set SPIM encryption key  Apply to device. Then follow programming 

procedures to start programming, and enable read protection. 

 
 

 

3. Artery ISP Multi-Port Programmer 

Download option bytes file  Edit  Set SPIM encryption key Save to file  Start. 

Then follow programming procedures to start programming, and enable read protection. 

 
 

Type: MCUs 

Applicable products: AT32F403, AT32F403A, AT32F413 and AT32F407 

Main function: SPIM 

Minor function: ICP TOOL, ISP TOOL 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 

Purchasers understand and agree that purchasers are solely responsible for the selection and use of Artery’s products and services. 

Artery’s products and services are provided “AS IS” and Artery provides no warranties express, implied or statutory, including, without 

limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, non-infringement, or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to 

the Artery’s products and services. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, purchasers acquires no right, title or interest in any Artery’s products and services or any intellectual 

property rights embodied therein. In no event shall Artery’s products and services provided be construed as (a) granting purchasers, expressly 

or by implication, estoppel or otherwise, a license to use third party’s products and services; or (b) licensing the third parties’ intellectual 

property rights; or (c) warranting the third party’s products and services and its intellectual property rights. 

Purchasers hereby agrees that Artery’s products are not authorized for use as, and purchasers shall not integrate, promote, sell or otherwise 

transfer any Artery’s product to any customer or end user for use as critical components in (a) any medical, life saving or life support device 

or system, or (b) any safety device or system in any automotive application and mechanism (including but not limited to automotive brake or 

airbag systems), or (c) any nuclear facilities, or (d) any air traffic control device, application or system, or (e) any weapons device, application 

or system, or (f) any other device, application or system where it is reasonably foreseeable that failure of the Artery’s products as used in 

such device, application or system would lead to death, bodily injury or catastrophic property damage. 
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